BHCA Survey
March 2016
SPEAKERS WANTED
Groups looking for volunteers for good causes.
Police safety meetings
Council person, candidates
Zoning/"mansionization"
City council member, Public Works staff (sidewalk and park way maintenance) and Best Practices for Home Improvement Experts
elected officials
Local politicians
Mayor LBPD Planning commission
Elected officials
Councilmembers, mayor, police chief
People who are reliably informed on the topic being discussed.
City planners, people responsible for the approval of landmark projects.
Local politicians and city officials.
Police, Council woman
Any speakers from the District that could be specific on how we could volunteer to help support their projects.
All have been great-Law enforcement, Disaster preparedness City council Very good mee6ngs in Belmont heights Thank you
Current events future views and historical perspective on Belmont Heights
Like official people like council person.. building and planning police 2nd and PCH and seadip people.
City Planning, especially any code variances or condi6onal use permits Noise enforcement. Street sweeping oﬃcials along with Reg Water Quality Board non-point
discharge ocean requirements
Really like hearing from police regarding crime and protection. Like hearing from council members.
I'd love to hear someone from Meals On Wheels talk about what happens in the room we meet in every morning. I'd also love to have a CASA rep come in to tell us
about Court Appointed Special Advocates. CASA is LA, so not necessarily a local issue, but one dear to my heart.
Someone to talk about the nationally recognized Long Beach Junior Crew right here in our back yard
The waterboard of LA and local LB.
police & fire department parks and recreation, elected officials, realtors and some homeowners that may have something interesting to present
mayor, parks director
Local business owners
Police officers.
Colorado Lagoon experts
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SPEAKERS WANTED Continued
Police Traﬃc engineers
Jus6n Rudd. L.A. County Supervisor candidates, Jerry Schubel. Local architects to talk about our city design. Historian like Claudine BurneA.
architects and landscape pros, preservationists
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TOPICS WANTED
Medical marijuana dispenseries. I'm a 72 year old patient, and yet, my council member (Price) refuses to assist and votes against dispenseries. Didn't we vote for that?
This isn't Kentucky, where a clerk decides what laws she wishes to obey and to hell with what people vote for! It's insulting.
Smoking
Safety, Street repairs, maintenance, city events
Traffic planning, street and sidewalk upgrades, tax issues, wire blight reduction.
Port pollution, parking
Details related to home improvement approval process. Round abouts
I would like to know more about the disposal of trash in Long Beach.
progress on city projects in our neighborhood
Development issues
PeAy crime preven6on Infrastructure maintenance
Crime prevention
Neighborhood improvements. Updates on crime.Directory of local businesses.
Parking issues Noise
Crime. GeGng rid of overhead power and phone lines. BeAer (more aArac6ve) street ligh6ng.
Commercial and oversize parking. Parking changes to improve visibility from driveways, alleys, and streets.
Public safety, quality of life issues.
traffic issues, noise pollution, community-building efforts
Crime control.
I love the police and homeless police officer telling us how we can improve the way to report crimes (not "nextdoor.com") and how to be willing to be a "victim" to let
the police prosecute.
A meeting comprised of neighborhood residential and Broadway business .... No more us and them ... They are part of our community yet there is division Mixed use
area ... We should have a say as property owners
Not Glorious Manner more a view from 20,000 feet committees can handle individual problems ᪃
Motorcycle noise preven6on. Relocate busses oﬀ Ximeno New business sign standards - remove ugly sign. e.g. Ximeno & Fourth, Wilson High School Overhead
electrical lines
Doing a great job keeping us informed.
Why the Faternity on Fourth is still there.
Infrastructure repairs and improvements
How we can be aware of and become invested in what's happening in the rest of Long Beach
Water conserva6on and the latest plans by the city and county for future water needs.
Current events, projected events, legal information, interesting & fun news historical tidbits. .
bicycle training
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TOPICS WANTED Continued
Activities about local groups (volunteer, business, or gov't) that involve our area
How to combat the rising crime rates.
Crime and solu6ons Honest update on new pool not poli6c answers Traﬃc crossing ps and update on Termino ﬂashing lights
How to influence city decisions about our neighborhood and the city overall. An explanation of our city's vision. Educational topics like emergency preparedness, water
access and quality, history of the area. A variety of serious and fun presentations.
ongoing issues with the community, historical aspects of certain areas, such as Wilson high area. When were the houses built there as compared to those nearer the
ocean?
gardening, architecture,beautification,sound abatement
Upcoming community events and new businesses
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EVENTS WANTED
community service events like Belmont heights make a difference day, very cool, The bike event on broadway extending to Euclid was cool
Block parties
Something like the Broadway street closure festival.
Neighborhood street parties
Happy Hour!
More on neighborhood watch.
I enjoyed the bike ride
Mixers to meet neighbors.
Tree planting
Big block parties
Meet ups for cycling, walking. Yard sales. Special pick ups. Document shredding.
Clean ups, more community events like Beach Streets
The fewer events the better., it just adds to congestion and parking problems. 2nd Street is enough of an event. I think the dog Festival should be in the Bayshore
church parking lot so that the grass is not trampled and children with their bare feet aren't walking through remnants of dog poop where people have allowed their
dogs to go.
Social. Neighborhood improvement. Love Make A Diferance Day.
The Make a Difference Day was a good community builder. The art show at Viento y Agua made us aware of how many artists are among us, and the turnout at the
opening was amazing.
Neighborhood get-togethers, volunteer days to upgrade
more along lines of I love Long Beach
Tree plantings. Park cleanups.
Would love tours of houses that we pay to see. There are so many that I would love to see inside.
Re-organize the food truck night . Seems the AGc didn't like this monthly event and dispersed and pushed the trucks further and further down the street. I really
enjoyed the bike event on all of Broadway this last weekend. Would be nice if we had closure of Belmont heights / Broadway region more oOen ... Maybe include the
food trucks in that. This area on roadway between Loma and Redondo is like a village. Would be nice to celebrate it more oOen. But not allow Steve/ AGc to be king ..
Keep working to improve and educate the community why they live in the Heights
Block parties, art fairs, holiday events, Make a difference day was great.
Community walking tours
Street gatherings so people know their neighbors physically instead of online through sites like next door
Once a year Spring or summer community block party allowing residents to get to know each other
parties, bar b q, wine tasting, breakfasts, how about dance for a fund raiser... and something for the children in our community
Block parties, community togetherness
Block party like last week's on Broadway
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EVENTS WANTED Continued
Bike event like the recent beach streets in downtown all over the heights
Dine Out Discount Night for BHCA Members
A summer party or picnic or talent show or group "yard sale"
Any neighbor gatherings maybe summer barbecue similar to holiday pot luck
Exploring other neighborhoods through walks, tours. Lunch and tour at Rancho Los Alamitos. Back room tours of city buildings like the 911 call center, old ﬁrehouse,
city hall (before it goes down), library.
I really liked the street fair last weekend - would like to see more of these in Belmont Heights
block parties, home and garden tours
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MAKE BELMONT HEIGHTS BETTER?
Improve the alleys and eliminate some of the wire blight. Probably hard to do--dealing with the City and the phone/cable companies.
Sidewalk and alley repairs. Parking solutions.
Get rid of the AGc and their outdoor bar. I'm 6red of ﬁnding ﬂaming hot Cheeto and macaroni VOMIT in my front yard !!!
Keep making bike lanes traffic calming
More bike lane infrastructure
More and better outreach to citizens about city plans in our area.
Anything that fosters good neighborhood spirit is always a win.
More local events.
More events to bring neighbors together. More neighborhood watch. More recognition to the "Historic" section of Belmont Heights.
Love to have people come out in their front yards more, rather than always exiting through the backyard garage area.
Lower crime: car break-ins, peAy theOs. More small local parks. More small scale neighborhood events.
Perhaps more visible police or security presence to reduce car and home break ins, bike theft, and general law breaking. We would be okay with chipping in for
trained security
Less crime.
Reducing crime, anything to improve walk ability, calm traffic speeds, more restaurants & high end bars, beautification efforts, more events (block parties).
less crime, more consistent upkeep of homes - especially rentals. Owners should be held responsible. They just don't care and bring down the neighborhood.
Safety.
More police patrols to monitor the guys riding through the alleys.
There is someone who goes down streets at night and checks to see if car doors are locked and then enters and steals stuff if they're not. I know doors should be locked
but is there any attention being paid to this crime?
More police presence.
Tighter security by all neighbors and to stop the recent crime spree
safer, have concerns about break-in, etc. Police try to help, but we need more.
stop any new building and keep height limits at present limits. No more multiple family housing. more open spaces for people to enjoy out of doors
Very little I would change at this point. One of the most significant things we, BHCA, have done (I used to be on the Board) is downzoning from R2 to R1 and stopping
the condofication of the neighborhood, preserving the density.
Less demolition, more preservation
Strict construc6on zoning. Enforcement of noise, parking, traﬃc laws and regs
Keep congestion down and don't over develop the neighborhood. We don't need to be like west Los Angeles.
Less multi units. Less traffic circles.
Of course over crowding is always an issue - as with all areas - so that what ever development we have respects our neighborhood
Better adherence to the Zoning and less variances granted.
Inforce single family code
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MAKE BELMONT HEIGHTS BETTER? Continued
To go after the homes that are incredibly neglected and trashed. However, if there's an elderly person living the home, find ways to help, like painting, etc. and calling
for volunteers, if need be However, many people who neglect their homes to the point of being unsightly, need the city to prompt them to clean it up. I can personally
think of at least 3 homes on my street (6th Street) that are trashed and filthy and look vacant, but they're not! And not one of these people are elderly or disabled.
Not doing the rest of our home values any favor either..
Up grading worn out properties
Enforce property and landscaping upkeep standards - A continuing problem with absentee landlords /owners
More ways to incentivize people to restore their old homes, versus tearing them down. We don't want to lose our character.
A small gourmet Mom & Pop style neighborhood market.
Less Lawn Blowers!
quieter neighbors
No leaf blowers! The noise and debri make for very unpleasant dog walking.
Less motorcycle noise on the weekends. Better upkeep on some of the houses.
Slowing traffic, stopping the stupid helacopters, lawn blowers
The helicopter noise can get to be much, streets and sidewalks fixed up, tolerance if mistakenly leaving car on street on street cleaning day particularly on a holiday
week when everything is not the normal, day may get mixed up and also always unclear what counts as a holiday and what doesn't to know if street sweeping, oh,
absolutely ban leaf blowers - rake and sweep up leaves and haul away don't blow them into street with noisy polluting machinery
Parking!
Something impossible to achieve - better parking!
a resolution for street parking, more community social gatherings to meet neighbors etc., and lawn signs that say historical property, take your dog to the park way
Controlled parking
Additional street trees. Complete Greenbelt. Allow more road diets and bike improvements.
More dog waste stations. People are terrible about cleaning up after pets.
More restaurants.
More restaurants and retail within the neighborhood--but not TOO much!
Repair uneven sidewalks. Do something to make dog owners consistently pick up after their pets. Reduce wire blight. Helicopter noise abatement.
1. Improved sign standards for local businesses 2. Crack down on motorcycle noise. 3. Move city busses oﬀ Ximeno/Broadway
Less traffic and better maintained (City) park ways.
Speed bumps
better roads
Safer streets
Underground utilities, lamp post lights
more street and curb repair
calmer streets
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MAKE BELMONT HEIGHTS BETTER? Continued
More sidewalk, curb, and street repair.
Less traffic and possibly making 2nd St a walking promenade longterm with a shuttle. More bike lanes.
resurfacing streets that haven't been done
Street/sidewalk repairs
If the electrical lines were removed and put underground.
Eliminating the power lines and fixing the uneven streets/sidewalks would improve the aesthetics of our neighborhoods.
I can't imagine it being any better... sorry, I can't think of ANYTHING that would improve it!
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LIKE LEAST ABOUT BELMONT HEIGHTS
My only complaint is blatant neglect of some of the houses that ruin the value of other homes who are maintained. I'm not talking about expensive landscaping-just
ordinary maintenance. Some of these people are hoarders.
probably the parking and street sweeping issue (and I have never gotten a ticket)
Smoking. We live too close to each other to smoke outside of our homes and apartments. We know it causes cancer. It's unfair to my children and family to have our
right to breathe clean air taken away.
Houses and apartments that aren't kept up. Fortunately, there aren't too many of them.
too crowded. over population is causing parking problems. Traffic is dense and dangerous
entitled bicyclists
Wire blight. Location of our post office. The fact that some people drive faster than ever on Vista!! General poor response from Animal Control on just about any issue:
coyotes, barking dogs. Housing costs--I have lived here 20 years. I am not sure I could afford to buy if I were moving here now.
Overhead wires
Parking
City contractors hired to do any/all work in area.
Parking and traffic
so many ars parking on the street
The entry off of Colorado/ Appian is really ugly. Bad first impression. Maybe install a more uniform look on exterior grass strip (on the part the city owns)?
Really nothing to say.
Lack of parking
Street sweeping tyranny
Drivers who create unsafe situations for pedestrians and cyclists on the Vista Street roundabouts.
parking is a bitch
Parking!
Crime is too high. Public schools need improvement.
impatient drivers looking for shortcuts
Other then the homeless and street people hanging out on 2nd street, nothing
Street sweeping beginning at 4 a.m. - on Thursday morning and Friday morning. We lived in the 200 block between Broadway and Vista and they generally come by
around 5:30. Those hours should be for commercial zones only not residential.
The cost of housing.
As a long time renter, I feel like our needs or opinions are not considered. The economy has changed and more and more people are making renting their long-term
housing choice. We're invested in this neighborhood too.
Leaf blowers!
Multiple dwellings and businesses, without adequate parking, and interspersed with single person dwelling.
The new LED street lights have ruined the charm and make driving difficult
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LIKE LEAST ABOUT BELMONT HEIGHTS continued
Traffic that speeds on residential streets and doesn't stop at stop signs.
Speeding cars coming up the hill presumably from Belmont Shore.
Growing porch and bike thefts plus home invasions
Traffic and parking can be an issue at times.
I would like to see more neighborliness, along the lines of that promoted by I love Long Beach; the constant noise from leaf blower machines--I know they won't be
eliminated but how about a requirement for quieter ones? http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2014/04/let-s-give-a-shout-out-to-the-quietest-leafblowers/index.htm
to much noise and parking problems due to Panix restaurant
Increasing crime
Know it all neighbors. Sometimes too much involvement isn't a good thing. Stop pretending we are in Seadip area when we aren't. Stop butting our noses in issues that
as an organization we shouldn't be in.
There are no full service U.S. Post Offices that i can walk to.
Crime, skunks.
The mandatory street cleaning.
Parking. Our street is always crowded with cars and I can't stand when people park so it blocks my driveway. The trash along the road. Too many bikes get stolen.
Difficult to cross many streets like 4th, Broadway.
crowded
The AGc has created an intolerable parking situa6on on Newport Ave And car are speeding up and down the block to ﬁnd parking . Someone is gonna get heard or
killed. I guess that is what it takes to have change ... Example Broadway cross walks ﬁnally made aOer years of complaints to civil planning
7th and Redondo mini freeways people use the neighborhood to bypass gridlock
people who drive too fast and don;t stop at stop signs. Drinking and bums in the alleys.. vagrants.
Weekly street sweeping should be less frequent. Overhead electrical lines
Overhead power lines and homeless and trash pickers wandering the neighborhood.
Too many people walking their dogs off-lead. This is dangerous not only for the dog, but for others who are walking their dogs on lead (like me!) and get approached
by off-lead dogs.
Leaving BH to go to work. Love to be in BH.
I go on morning walks and have too often felt in danger of my own safety. The nearer the beach I go, the odder the occurrences get. I don't like that I feel afraid to walk
a block from my home sometimes.
The ugly corner of Fourth and Ximeno.
The speed peeople drive
My current complaint is the dog "issue!" That translates to - not all - but many dog owners not being responsible for their pet - in a variety of ways.
Renters who make noise. Otherwise they are welcome .
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LIKE LEAST ABOUT BELMONT HEIGHTS Continued
Still need to work on traffic calming. Drivers continue to skirt around the small roundabouts on Vista because they are not well marked.....this is our third tree on
Roswell since the first two were run over.
The traffic on Park Ave but the roundabouts have helped to slow the traffic.
People who do not control their dogs from messing in my yard..we have a dog and keep him on a leash and direct his "doings" to the parkway outside of private
property
noise
Helicopters flying too low over homes
The property crime.
The lack of city services to take care of our Palm Trees and streets
RV's parking on the streets
It's getting to be crowded with cars.... More people living at one address than the owner
Over the past few years it seems like drivers are going faster and more impatient.
traffic especially on east/west streets.
The noise
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NEWSLETTER SUGGESTIONS
The negative impacts and studies the Attic has on the Newport residents .... It was barely mentioned before ... And it was worded in such a way as to not upset the
AGc Where is the truth in that ?
new businesses in the neighborhood, events planned in long beach
Great job already! I like the mix of articles. Perhaps featuring a business (advertiser) with each article would be interesting.
same as above, new businesses, as well as old ones
Crime preventiton
Crime stats.
More historical factoids about our beautiful city.
neighborhood history
History of Area
Like hearing what your working on, historic info on special homes in our area.
More historical factoids about our beautiful city.
historic houses
Historical tidbits from the Heights or old photos
Perhaps interview neighbors?
Negative impact of the marathon
Neighborhood courtesy 'rules'
How to live with the apartment dwellers...
Anything related to the Neighborhood
Profiles of residents and local events
Interviews with long-time locals.
The newsletter is great. Possibly stories from individuals who have lived in the area for some time.
People's favorite menu item at Belmont Heights or Long Beach resturants. People in Belmony Heights favorite books they have read.
Lists of services offering best quality and prices in our area.
Before and after photos of remodels, gardens
I love updates on water conservation and big picture effects. Also, our waste and recycling programs.
current important information, fun articles, and a home or person of interest each time....etc...
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WEBSITE SUGGESTIONS
Contact info for city services
Contact info for special interest groups
where to go for problems with city though that may be on there. I don't really check the website
Crime prevention
Crime trends
Neighborhood events
Update on city maintenance
Meeting times events in Long Beach
Meeting info for the Belmont Heights group as well as other organizations meeting in the area -- church groups, book clubs, antique groups.
history of Belmont heights... same as above as well as school information, local activities, a directory of services, medical information hospitals and urgent care,
restaurants with a map
Details on Home Improvement Apporoval Process--examples of successful projects and details on common porblems/solutions
Less nasty comments and more constructive actionplsns
Updates on topics discussed at meetings, e.g. Broadway median strip
Future bike lane plans and the latest on water recycling.
Project information, events
One stop shopping for any and all projects going on in Belmont Heights. How to sign up for alerts, volunteer. Specific projects I can help with, along with an estimation
of time required.
Any regulations such. As watering restrictions or even some info about new building codes and materials.
Member referrals to contractors, remodelers, gardeners
More service referrals~ maybe with a rating?
clear info about street sweeping, holidays, and trash pick up, most up to date recycling - what is accepted and for things not accepted how to dispose of them electronics, medicines, batteries, oil etc, when and where are collections taking place
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What do you like about Belmont Heights
Quiet, safe, clean and very cool architecture.
Everything is in walking distance and close to the ocean and bike path
proximity to beach and Belmont Shore, shops, restaurants, small businesses, interaction with neighbors, Fremont, Lowell, Rogers
Walk ability
The friendly people, schools and the fact we are close enough to the water. Parking is no problem as not too many apts/duplexes.
It is a neighborhood, and the neighborhood is a community.
Location; my neighbors (for the most part)
walkability, housing stock, schools, parks, neighbors, 2nd street, beach, bike friendly, clean, quiet, safe
Beauty of homes and streets. Walkable and BIKEable streets. Access to 2nd street. Nice neighbors. Committed residents association leadership. Access to green space
and parks. Great schools.
We like the variety of architecture, landscaping and walkability of the neighborhood. We also enjoy the ocean breeze.
The people are the best about the neighborhood and the caring and concern about the progress of the area and all are able to take part in improving the area.
Belmont Heights is a nice, family friendly area, that is safe. I enjoy the close proximity to the beach, 2nd Street, and Naples just to name a few.
I love the old homes (mine included!) and how each house is different from the other. I've got great neighbors and just walking my dog around town, run into the
nicest and friendliest people. Lots of trees and I love the Colorado Lagoon.
The mixture of different ages, sexual preferences, and ethnicity, also all of the houses not looking the same, also like proximity to Fremont and Temple Israel
Community feeling. Good schools. Walk ability.
Friendly neighbors.
People are concerned about the neighborhood.
Well kept neighborhoods. Friendly people
The people and my neighbors. The wider streets. Being able to walk places. Good schools.
Mixed architectural styles.
It is quiet, centrally located, heterogeneous.
Quiet environment. friendly neighbors and clean streets.
The community within the larger city where the neighbors strive to engage each other and to maintain and improve our area.
quiet family neighborhood. people are friendly.
Mix of architecture; proximity to 2nd St/ lagoon, farmers market, marine stadium; upscale, yet laid back vibe.
Individuality. Historic. Near the beach but not so crowded.
Close to the ocean, interesting and diverse homes and people.
Low density, variety of architecture, traditional values, sense of community
We have big backyards!
Close to beach bike and pedestrian path.
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What do you like about Belmont Heights Continued
The close community
It's very walkable. Close to shops, restaurants on 2nd Street. Variety of homes, many old and interesting.
historic architecture, restricted development
The architecture, "walkability", restaurants , the "free" community events, yoga on the bluffs
I love the sense of community and the diversity.
Great residential architecture, wonderful local businesses. Has a small town feel to it. Easy to get to know your neighbors.
Relatively safe for walking.
Safe, friendly, great location
The pride in maintaining homes character. The active community and green spaces.
Friendly smiles and hellos as I walk through the area daily with my dog. Proximity, but not too close to 2nd St. Several parks that are easy to walk to.
Lovely quiet streets, nice neighbors, services close by-we often do not possible use a car all weekend. We're proud to live here and receive many compliments from
visiting family and friends.
Diversity, mixed ages, big town with a small town heart,nearness to shopping, medical facilities, libraries, museums, theater, animal friendly, other entertainment,
schools, weather, and beaches to name a few benefits. Our representative, Susie Price, has been approachable and very helpful.
Quiet, safe, character, walkability, great neighbors and schools. Lots of local events such as the Farmer's Market, Art's Festival and Beach Streets. Close to the beach
and Belmont Shore.
Walkable neighborhood
inherited house, wife grew up in house close to beach and easy walking areas
Weather. Being in boyhood neighborhood.
Walkability
I love the diverity and charm of the homes in Belmont Heights and the unique landscape and garden choices that surprise me every time I walk by them. Fabulous bus
service!
Good schools, sense of community, convenient stores, nearness to water.
Variety of old houses, mixed architecture, everything within walking distance.
The way we can walk to everything.
The unique character of the homes. The people, especially the ones who really care about being a part of a community. Being close to shopping, restaurants. Being
near the ocean.
location
Living amongst residen6al neighbors that truly care about their community
My neighbors safe
homes with character, and nice normal people. Not stuck up like in the Manhattan Beach area where we came from 20 years ago.
Climate and quality of the unique housing stock.
I like being close to 2nd Street and the varied and interesting architecture.
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What do you like about Belmont Heights Continued
Walkability and friendly neighbors.
Quality of the people and custom homes by the shore.
I love Long Beach. The casual vibe, the restaurants, 2nd Street, the arts culture, downtown, the history of the city and the houses.
The nice homes and good neighbors.
Quiet but close to a lot of activities on Bemont Shore, Ocean Blvd
I love that we "feel" like a neighborhood. As neighbors we watch out for each other --and of course I love that we keep out home up in the style of the "hood!"
Quiet, Parking availability, architecture, landscaping, low crime, friendly residents
2nd Street Proximity to water Ma & Pa's Summer concerts & Farmer's Market
Friendly neighbors who look out after each other. Well-maintained homes with people consistently working to improve their properties.
Our small community feeling, the architecture, our gorgeous tall palm trees lining our streets, close to town, CSULB and the beach
I like the proximity of location within the city. I can walk to parks, 2nd St, local restaurants, etc. There is a real sense of community with my neighbors.
the variety of homes, peoples and commercial venues like restaurants, local bars, shopping and community
architecture and neighborhood feeling
Very peaceful, great walking
"Small Town" feel to neighborhood - we know our neighbors; also enjoy the fact that we can walk everywhere or utilize public transporation
It's a walking community. Human scale residential area with proximity to parks, beaches, shops, restaurants. I can park my car and leave it all weekend.
The local businesses and so many great neighbors.
The community feel and the close proximity to lots of places to eat and sports
The architecture with older style homes. Walking distance to Second Street.
It is the BEST group of people living in Belmont Heights. And it is such a beautiful neighborhood. An incredible place to have raised my son!
Friendly neighbors, people stay in their homes for many years, good schools, proximity to 2nd Street, greenery and playgrounds, proximity to water and Parks and
Marine programs for kids, Wednesday Farmers Market, Municiple Band concerts
The ability to walk around a safe community with some great dining and shopping options
Love the village feel, the varied and authentic architecture, the relaxed atmosphere, and access to shops and restaurants.
Safe, quiet streets and interesting architecture
The neighbors, the neighborhood and the old houses.
The beautiful architecture of the homes and the proximity to the ocean.
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Are you a member - Comments
BHCA seems to be a clique. The same set of cronies are always in charge.
But have been in the past.
Good organization. I wish I could attend more meetings.
I always have been but have forgotten to sign up so far this year.. but I will.
I am planning to join and also place and add I am a realtor please call me 562-754-4102
I do attend most of the meetings
I just joined.
I love your meetings...You are a wonderful group and so dedicated to keeping up with what is going on and informing the members.
Love our BHCA
not sure
Was attended one "party" felt very excluded and unwelcome, very unpleasant but the house was lovely
Do You See Us on Facebook - Comments
but maybe i will give it a shot
Can you send me a link. My email is : kimbolion@aol.com
do not follow facebook
don't like to spend time on Facebook
Don't subscribe
Facebook is not a place of business
I don't participate in Facebook
I think we're "friends" but I don't think I see many posts.
Need instructions on how to access BHCA on facebook
Not on Facebook
Only because I have a limited amount of time
Perhaps I should visit our FB page.
Do You Get Our Quarterly Newsletters? - Comments
Amazed at the level of this local paper. Good job!
Awesomely done.
I deliver them for 1 route
I download it from the website.
I like them
I live at 311 Grand Avenue and I do not think I have received a newsletter at my home.
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Do You Get Our Quarterly Newsletters? - Comments Continued
It's a great paper and you all work very hard gathering all the news to help us be informed
Love it!
Love it...
The best. Thank you.
Yes, look forward to reading the newsletter.
You do a great job on our newsletter. It is very well put together.
Do You Attend Our Monthly Meetings? - Comments
Almost always conflicts with other meetings I attend.
Always worthwhile--and the Red Leprechaun snacks were the best yet!!
great meetings
I attend most of them.
I occasionally come to meetings. Now that my travel schedule is not so heavy, I hope to come to more meetings.
Im tired after a long day.. no good excuse. Want to start coming
Just started
just too many other things going on
just went to my 1st 2 months ago a little long Suzie Price brought people with her but for the most part cut them of when they tried to talk
Less so now that we have small kids.
Meeting day conflicts w work schedule.
not often
Not regularly. Have yoga on Wednesday nights.
Occasionally
Occasionally, when the topic is of interest and my schedule permits
Occasionally. I tend to get frustrated by the NIMBY comments that tend to crop up by the homeowners at the meetings.
Occassionally
On occasion.
Only about 1 in 4 meetings
Only occasionally.
Some
Really well run meetings. Nice to have our local vendors supply treats, and good for them.
Some folks talk too much... They think their problems are utmost.
Sometimes
Sometimes
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Do You Attend Our Monthly Meetings? - Comments Continued
Sometimes
Sometimes when time premits
Sometimes. Often I intend to, but then I'm just too tired to stir.
Sorry, but tried once and the people just get to long winded over small things
they are delightful
Weekend meetings would beefier to attend.
When I can
When I remember! They are held about the time I want to have dinner, so I tend to forget.
Do You or have you Volunteered - Comments
But I volunteer for many other organizations and projects in the city
I volunteered to Linda Pemberton to do anything to assist the human connection with the nighbors who come to our monthly meetings......i love being on the greeting
team!
I was rejected in favor of a crony.
Looking forward to volunteering once in retired. Great people and organization.
make a difference day through temple Israel
Newletters.. Make a difference day. Would do more one day events.
No an I wish I could but maybe in the future...I am on overload right now with a family challenge.
not yet
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Is there anything else you want to tell us? - Comments
Association leadership is engaged and does an awesome job
good Job really
I am very grateful to have this association to attend...you all have done a great caring job for the city of Long Beach and the community.
I appreciate all the work the officers put into the meetings and the newsletter. I feel like part of the team when I deliver newsletters in my area.
I appreciate all your hard work and dedication. If I weren't a docent and had so many projects I'd get involved more. Maybe next year.
I think we need to consider areas like Belmont shore part of our broader mission. After all we all shop and dine there. My biggest concern is the mornings from 12 AM
to 9 AM where there's trash all over the streets from the bars. It's a bad look to tourists & residents. Never was this way when I used to visit here is a kid from
Pasadena. A disturbing trend to me. Even the cleanup crews to come at 8 AM or 9 AM don't clean thoroughly . We should consider this an extended part of who we are
as an area. Would like to discuss and find a solution.
I think you do great work while not be intrusive. The speed indicators on Broadway are a big plus in a safer community
Just really need an effort about aircraft/helicopter noise like the one on leaf blowers. I know its the FAA, and the one lady in LB. Possibly the lady in charge of the
Helicopter Abatement could come and give us an update.
Keep up the good work
Keep up the good work team !!!
Keep up the good work.
Keep up the good work. Thanks.
LED street lights are simply terrible.
Like the bike blvd. Looking forward to the one opening on 6th street.
Love that you keep it light and seem to support each other on the Board. I really respect the follow-up comments and thank yous that are written to our guest speakers
and food providers. Wonderful language. Really like the colorful, informative visuals you provide at our meetings. Grateful to be in the Belmont Heights fan club! Keep
up the great work
Really happy and glad you're there to protect our interests and preserve our neighborhood and lifestyle. Excellent job!!!
Thank you all for your hard work and your attention to detail I realize sometimes you feel like you're hurting cats that comes with the position
Thank you for all the hard work and time that everyone puts into this neighborhood
Thank you, thank you for your dedication and hard work.
Thanks for all the great work!!
Thanks for all your ongoing volunteer time!
We feel fortunate to have retired here despite the high cost of living.
yes! i admire and respect all the people who are willing to donate their time and energy for our neighborhood. while many of us reap the benefits most people are not
aware of the amazing amount of dedication it takes -- it continues to look like magic. thank you.
You all do a superb job.
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